
Example of Why We Need to Build on Logical Truths Only to Start – Unleashed 
 
 
We literally Need to establish a foundation of Truths to work from!  If we accept just one lie as if 

it were a Truth, here is a couple examples of how easily you can be deceived: 
 

1. Someone convinces you to believe that God is an ant!  And so, you always hear others 
talking about God, but nothing ever makes any sense to you because they keep talking 
about a God that seems much larger than an ant, and you have been talking about this 
little, tiny God.  You’re in to deep now and it is going to hurt your Pride if you admit that 
you have been wrong for years, so you just stick with this idea for the rest of your life, 
giving control of your life to that person that lied to you in the first place.  Your life will 
never make sense! 

2. For the first time in your life, you throw a ball up, not knowing that it will come back down.  
So, you throw it up and then look away.  Your friend starts telling you how it has just left 
the atmosphere and is passing the moon.  You hear of earthquakes on planets that your 
ball influenced as it came to close to them.  You believe these endless stories simply 
because you lacked the Truth of gravity.  You will assign all things that involve that ball as 
Truths.  Once again, your life will never make sense because you believed that first lie. 

 
Once you accept that first lie then it is easy to convince you of anything along that storyline. 
 
Two of my Mentor’s taught to question EVERYTHING and don’t accept anything in ignorance, like 
the two examples above. 
 
Here is where most people don’t do this right!  If you are one of the two examples above, when 
you start questioning everything and comparing it to YOUR Truths, you will never get anywhere 
because your Truths are mostly lies that you accepted ignorantly a LONG time ago. 
 
In order for either of these two Mentor’s to remain True to that Teaching, they both would have 
had to stop their own life temporarily and started questioning everything they were raised on 
including religious beliefs.  Anything that they couldn’t find the Truth in they simply threw out! 
 
Don’t worry about accidently throwing out a couple of Truths that you didn’t understand yet!  
Here is something I Love about this system of bringing reality back into our lives!  If a Truth is 
important enough in your life, it will always come right back around until you have understanding 
of it!  Lies WILL NOT come back around unless someone tells you that lie again. 
 
This is all about becoming ‘Honest with Yourself’ and is necessary if you ever want to REALLY Live 
life!  The difference is like a piece of sand compared to the entire Earth, because your life will start 
becoming more exciting by the day and you will start Loving to learn more because now you can 
see the Truth much easier in everything and so your mind just keeps speeding up! 
 
 
Have a Great Day! 


